
Dark Matter Structure!

in the Universe "



The problem is not so much to see what no one 
else has seen (or even what is right under your 
nose), "

but to think what no one else has thought, about 
that which everyone sees."

                                                  -Schroedinger"



We must admit with 

humility that, while 

number is purely a 

product of our minds, 

space has a reality 

outside our minds, so 

that we cannot 

completely prescribe its 

properties a priori."

Gauss to Bessel, 1830. !



Outline"

•! Maps, metrics and models"

•! The smoothness of the lumpy local universe"

•! Larger scale structures"

•! Will not discuss modifications to gravity "

Ravi K. Sheth (UPenn)"



2007 AD:  www.worldmapper.org"



Christians"



Muslims"



WMAP of Distant Universe"



Dark Matter"

Missing pieces"



image" rotation"

towards us"

away from us"



SAURON project!



Expectation if light traces 

mass:  if what you see is 

what there is "
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•! For every complex natural phenomenon, there is a 
simple, elegant and compelling explanation which is 
wrong."

   What you see is all there is:  The mass in its stars is 
what holds a galaxy together.             … WRONG!"

•! Science is the destruction of a beautiful idea by an ugly 
fact."

                                                                    T. Huxley"



The Milky Way"

(Via Lactae simulation)"



Collapse is not spherically symmetric!

Collapse is not smooth!

Collapse is hierarchical (small objects formed 

early merge to make more massive objects later), 

followed by disruption (after the merger)"



Aquarius simulations"

 mparticle ~ 104 Msun           (Springel et al. 2008)"



Aquarius simulations (Springel et al 2008)"



Substructure !

- accounts for less than 20% of the 

total mass!

- fraction of mass in substructure 

smaller towards center !



Expected flux distribution …"

… dominated by smooth component"

Vogelsberger et al 2009"



Same 

bumps in f

(v) from 

different 

spatial 

positions"

(bumps not 

due to 

individual 

subclumps) "

Vogelsberger et al. 2008"

(average over many 2 kpc regions within 8 kpc of halo center)"



f(E) = (dM/dE)/g(E)"

g(E) = !dV [E-!(x)]#"

Well-mixed; 

most bound"



      Quiet formation history         Active formation history"



WIMP recoil spectrum ~ !dv/v f(v) 

reflects different velocity distributions or 

formation histories !



Axion signal:"

-more low-freq power "

-bump at large " "

-(#/MHz) = 241.8 (ma/µeV) (1 + "2/2)"



Conclusions"

•! Dark matter mass, velocity distributions rather 

smooth (no obvious streams)"

•! Significant deviations from Maxwellian 

(multivariate Gaussian) velocity distribution"

•! Formation history leaves imprint in phase-space 

energy distribution"



Larger!
 scale structures"

-initial conditions + gravity + expansion"

-Gaussian, but amplitude uncertain"

-Modified gravity?"

-Dark Energy"



WMAP of Distant Universe"





Can see baryons that are not in stars …"

High redshift structures constrain neutrino mass"



Lensing provides a measure of dark matter along line of sight"



Cosmology from Gravitational 

Lensing!

Volume as function of distance !

Growth of fluctuations with time"



Image distortions 

correlated with 

dark matter 

distribution; "

e.g., lensed image 

ellipticities 

aligned parallel to 

filaments, 

tangential to knots 

(clusters)"



The shear power of lensing"

        stronger           weaker"

Cosmology from measurements of correlated shapes; better 

constraints if finer bins in source or lens positions possible "



This is an old idea …"



Lensing of background sources by galaxy 

clusters …"

… gives estimate of cluster mass which is 100 times that in 
the stars of the cluster galaxies"



The Bullet Cluster"



Simulation of collision"

Baryonic gas (~20% of total mass) collisional; 

Dark matter (most of the mass) collisionless "



There are many other examples"



Other evidence for dark matter:"

Deflection angle for point mass lens:  4GM/c2b  radians"

                                              b is closest distance to lens"

Strong Gravitational Lensing"







Anomalous flux ratios …"

•! Of multiply-
lensed objects 
still (slightly) 
problematic"

•! Substructure 
within lens 
insufficient"



Xu et al. 2009"



N-body 

simulations of "

gravitational 

clustering "

in an 

expanding 

universe"



Why study clusters?"

•! Cluster counts contain information about volume 

and about how gravity won/lost compared to 

expansion"

•! Probe geometry and expansion history of 

Universe"

Massive halo = Galaxy cluster !
(Simpler than studying galaxies?  Less gastrophysics?)"



The Halo 

Mass 

Function"

•!Small halos 

collapse/virialize 

first"

•!Halos ~200 $ 

background 

density (same for 

all masses)"

•!Can also model 

halo spatial 

distribution"

(Reed et al. 2003)"



Chandra XRay Clusters"

     Vikhlinin et al. 2008"



Massive halos 

more strongly 

clustered!

‘linear’ bias 

factor on large 

scales increases 

monotonically 

with halo mass"

Hamana et al. 2002"



SDSS FOF groups/clusters"

Berlind et al. (2007)"

Observed 

cluster 

clustering in 

reasonable 

agreement with 

theory"

(construction of 

cluster catalog non-

trivial)"



Halo 

Profiles"

•! Not quite 

isothermal "

•! Depend on halo 

mass, formation 

time; massive halos 

less concentrated"

•! Distribution of 

shapes (axis-ratios) 

known (Jing & Suto 

2001)"

Navarro, Frenk & 

White (1996)"



95% of the 

Universe is dark.!

The places which 

make light are 

rare."



Map of Light is a biased tracer"

To use galaxies as probes of underlying dark matter 

distribution, must understand ‘bias’ "



Galaxy Clustering "

varies with Galaxy "

Type"

How is each galaxy 

population related to the 

underlying Mass 

distribution?"

Bias depends upon "

Galaxy Color and "

Luminosity"

Need large, carefully "

selected samples to "

study this (e.g. SDSS, 

2dFGRS)"



The halo-model of clustering"

•! Two types of pairs:  both particles in same halo, or  particles 

in different halos !

•! "obs(r) = "1h(r) + "2h(r) !

•! All physics can be decomposed similarly:  ‘nonlinear’ effects 

from within halo, ‘linear’ from outside"



Luminosity dependent clustering"

Zehavi et al. 2005"

                    SDSS"

•! Deviation from power-law statistically significant"

•! Centre plus Poisson satellite model (two free parameters) provides 

good description"



•! Assume cosmology 
!  halo profiles,    
halo abundance, halo 
clustering "

•! Calibrate g(m) by 
matching  ngal and 
"gal(r)  of full sample"

•! Make mock catalog 
assuming same g(m) 
for all environments"

•! Measure clustering 
in sub-samples 
defined similarly to 
SDSS"

SDSS"

Abbas & Sheth 2007"

M
r
<!19.5 



Aside 2: Stochastic Nonlinear Bias"

•! Environmental 
dependence of halo 
mass function provides 
accurate framework for 
describing bias 
(curvature = 
‘nonlinear’; scatter = 
‘stochastic’)"

•! G1(M,V) =              #dm 
N(m|M,V) g1(m)"



•! Environment = 
neighbours 
within 8 Mpc"

•! Clustering  
stronger in 
dense regions"

•! Dependence on 
density NOT 
monotonic in 
less dense 
regions!"

•! Same seen in 
mock catalogs; 
little room for 
extra effects!"

SDSS"

Abbas & Sheth 2007"



•! Massive halos have larger virial radii"

•! Halo abundance in dense regions is top-heavy  "



•! Environment = 
neighbours 
within 8 Mpc"

•! Clustering  
stronger in 
dense regions"

•! Dependence on 
density NOT 
monotonic in 
less dense 
regions!"

•! Same seen in 
mock catalogs"

SDSS"

!! Choice of scale not important"

!! Mass function ‘top-heavy’ in dense 

regions"

!! Massive halos have smaller radii (halos 

have same density whatever their mass)"

!! Gaussian initial conditions?"

!! Void galaxies, though low mass,  should 

be strongly clustered"

!! Little room for additional (e.g. assembly 

bias) environmental effects"



Sheldon et al 2007"

Weak lensing around clusters gives complementary information"



•! Galaxy 

distribution 

remembers 

that, in 

Gaussian 

random fields, 

high peaks and 

low troughs 

cluster 

similarly"



The standard lore "

"!Massive halos form later (hierarchical clustering)"

"!Mass function ‘top-heavy’ in dense regions:"

             n(m|!) = [1+b(m)!] n(m)!

"!Massive halos cluster more strongly than lower 

mass halos (halo bias):  "

           "hh(r|m) = b2(m) "dm(r)!

"!Dense regions host massive halos"



Inhomo-

geneity 

on 

various 

scales in 

the 

Universe "



A Nonlinear and Biased View"

•! Observations of galaxy clustering on large scales 

are expected to provide information about 

cosmology (because clustering on large scales is 

still in the ‘linear’ regime)"

•! Observations of small scale galaxy clustering 

provide a nonlinear, biased view of the dark 

matter density field, but they do contain a wealth 

of information about galaxy formation "



What the future holds"

Today"

Sun burns out"

Hell freezes over"

USA wins World Cup"

Maradona coach"

                again!"

  12 "

Gyrs"

  17 "

Gyrs"

100"

Gyrs"

1000"

Gyrs"

1 Billion"

Billion yrs"

This is the way the world will end"

Not with a bang"

But a whimper"

T. S. Eliot"

  80 "

Gyrs"



•! Map what is 

known"

•! Assume simple 

model for 

unknown"

•! 600 BC: Earth is 

flat circle atop 

cylinder"



500 BC:  Earth is flat, but not on cylinder or, surrounded by 

water!                   (Note similarity to human skull…)"



Alexander the Great’s travels mean Asia larger than 

previously thought … "



Known inhabited world 

much smaller than 

expected if radius 

computed by 

Eratosthenes correct"

150 BC:  Crates 

postulates three other 

identical landmasses, 

symmetrically located, 

separated by water"



2007 AD:  www.worldmapper.org"



Population 1 AD"



Population 2007 AD"



 Fluctuations 

in microwave 

sky above 

Chicago"



What next?"

•! Supernovae"

•! Cluster counts/evolution/clustering"

•! Weak lensing"

•! Baryon Acoustic Oscillations"





The acoustic oscillation feature"

•! Radius of shell set by sound speed and travel time"

•! Sound speed set by balance of radiation pressure and 

inertia of baryons:  i.e., the baryon-photon ratio"

•! Travel time is set by redshift of matter-radiation 

equality, which depends on matter-radiation ratio"

•! So $bh
2 and $mh2 !Angular diameter distance + 

Hubble parameter as functions of redshift"



Photons ‘drag’ baryons for ~106 years…"

Expansion of Universe since then stretches this to  

(3000/2.725) $100 kpc ~ 100 Mpc "



Expect to see a feature in the Baryon distribution on 

scales of 100 Mpc today"

But this feature is like a standard rod:  !

We see it in the CMB itself at z~1100!

Should see it in the galaxy distribution at other z"





CMB from interaction between 

photons and baryons when Universe 

was 3,000 degrees (about 379,000 

years old)"

•! Expect galaxies which formed much later carry a 
memory of this epoch of last scattering        (Peebles & 

Yu 1970; Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1970;  Eisenstein & Hu 1998)"



Baryon Oscillations in the Galaxy 

Distribution"



…we need a tracer of the baryons"

•! Luminous Red Galaxies"

–!Luminous, so visible out to large distances"

–!Red, presumably because they are old, so probably 

single burst population, so evolution relatively 

simple"

–!Large luminosity suggests large mass, so probably 

strongly clustered, so signal easier to measure"

–! If linear bias on large scales, then length of rod not 

affected by galaxy tracer!"



•! The baryon distribution today ‘remembers’ the 

time of decoupling/last scattering; can use this to 

build a ‘standard rod’ "

•! Next decade will bring observations of this 

standard rod out to redshifts z ~ 1. Constraints on 

model parameters from 10% to 1%"

•! Important to test if standard rod is standard, or 

standardizable, at this level of precision"



Oscillations in Fourier space 

P(k) are spike in real space %

(r)"

SDSS"

Eisenstein et al. 2005"



SDSS: Tegmark et al. 2006"Real space 

spike at rp 

becomes sin

(krp)/krp in 

Fourier 

space"

Linear bias 

OK at ~10% 

precision"



•! Rod is NOT 
location of 
maximum in 
measured "(r)!

•! Rod is NOT 
location of first 
(or first few) 
maxima and 
minima in P(k)!

•! Rod is first few 
zero crossings of 
this carefully 
defined ratio…?"

Percival et al. 2007"



Reconstruction using linear theory"

Eisenstein et al. 2007"

Reverses bulk 

motion of 10/h Mpc 

patches, but not 

change in size"

Must suppress fingers of god before applying in z-space"

Error analysis more complicated"



There are known knowns. 
These are things we know 
that we know.  

There are known unknowns. 
That is to say, there are 
things that we know we 
don't know.  

But there are also unknown 
unknowns. There are things 
we don't know we don't 
know.  

   Donald Rumsfeld"



Summary"

•! Next decade will see 1% precision measurements in 
spectroscopic galaxy distribution to z~1, and Ly-alpha 
forest at z~3, and in photometric datasets."

•! Should also see it in 21cm measurements."

•! At this level of precision, BAO rod must be 
standardized, but this is quickly becoming a problem of 
known unknowns."

•! RPT predicts consistency check from B(k) "

•! Least action based methods for reconstruction?  (Croft 
& Gaztanaga 1997; Branchini, Eldar & Nusser 2002)"



Research papers published in 2001"



One world, One food:  McDonalds outlets"


